1 Help

In order to use the Cadence system, you must copy the .login and .cshrc files from Bushnell’s directory (~ bushnell) into your top directory. If you do not do this, Cadence will not work at all for you. You can get the entire on-line manual set from Cadence at any time by typing cd$doc (this takes quite a while to load). Some of the manuals tell you to type openbook, which no longer works. Please copy over these files from ~ bushnell:

- .login
- .cshrc
- .cshenv
- .cshinit
- .cds.lib

These files set up the various libraries that you will be using. For your designs, please use parts ONLY from the Rutgers Digital Parts and Rutgers Analog Parts libraries.

2 Selecting the Proper Cadence Framework

There are a number of commands to activate the Cadence tools.

- If you type:
  icde &
  This activates the design environment, in which the library browser and the Schematic Composer are available. The layout editor is not available, and the best simulation tools are not available. This mode of operation is not recommended.

- If you type:
  icms &
  This activates the mixed-signal design environment, in which the library browser, the schematic composer, the Spectre analog simulator, and the Verilog-XL logic/switch-level simulator are available. Use this command to enter schematics and perform logic and analog simulations.

- If you type:
  layoutPlus &
  This activates the layout design environment, in which the library browser, the schematic composer, and the virtuoso layout editor are available. Use this command for your layout editing activities, and for running the parasitic circuit extractor.
• If you type:
icb &
This activates all of the layout and mixed-signal tools.

• If you type:
esi &
This activates all of the Silicon Ensemble (standard cell place-and-route) tools.

3 Schematic Composer and Virtuoso Layout Editor

There are two excellent tutorials in the Cadence manual set on these two tools. The manuals are called Cadence Virtuoso Schematic Composer Tutorial and Cadence Cell Design Tutorial. Please use them to learn the tools.

4 Logic/Switch-Level Simulation

The Cadence Schematic Composer, Virtuoso Layout Editor, and Verilog-XL simulator are outstanding products, and reliable nearly all of the time. However, the interface between Schematic Composer and Verilog-XL is a disgraceful mess of software engineering, and riddled with bugs. We apologize for the difficulty of using this software. This memo gives instructions that makes it possible for you to use it.

1. Schematic Parts. Only use logic gates and transistors from the Rutgers_Digital_Parts library, as these have the necessary Verilog views for successful simulation.

2. Design of Schematic (switch-level simulation only). In Schematic Composer, when you enter a switch-level schematic, assign VDD the net name VDD!. Assign VSS the net name VSS!. You may have as many of these nets as you like.

3. When the schematic is done, use the check and save command on it. Fix every floating or disconnected net. Fix all nets with conflicting names. If you have two wires crossing and connected by a single solder dot, Composer will complain. This is o.k. if you really meant to connect the wires. Otherwise, delete the solder dot.


5. If the run directory for simulation proposed in the form is o.k., then click OK. Otherwise, type in a different run directory and click OK.

6. In the Setup-Netlist menu of Verilog-XL, set the Netlisting mode to Incremental if that is not already set, and delete the Symbol view from the types of netlists to include in the Verilog run deck. Then, click on OK.

7. In the Setup menu of Verilog-XL, select the Record Signals menu item. In the form that pops up, select Design Selections. This is the only option that seems to work. Then, click on your Schematic Composer window containing the schematic. Select the first signal pin that you want to appear in the simulation output. For all additional pins that you want to appear in simulation output, shift-click on them. If you make a mistake in selecting signals, then click on empty space and start the selection process over.

8. Once you have selected all pins, click on the window for the form for signal selections. Then, click OK on the form.

9. In the Stimulus menu in the simulation window, click on Verilog. In the resulting form, tell the system to create a new verilog stimulus file for you. Select testfixture.verilog as the stimulus file.
10. If at any point in this process, the system complains that no design is selected for Verilog-XL simulation, go to the highest-level Command Interpreter Window (CIW). Select Tools-Verilog-Integration-Verilog-XL. Select the run directory proposed by the interface. That will usually fix the design selection problem.

11. Realize that nearly all of the buttons in the Verilog simulation window will not work for you. The only interesting ones are Start Interactive, Finish Interactive, Continue, and View Waveforms. Click on the Start Interactive button.

12. The interface will netlist your design, which means that it will convert the design from the graphical schematic composer layout into the textual Verilog hardware description language. Look in the Command Interpreter Window and see if there are any errors from netlisting. In particular, check that a simulation view (functional, schematic, emos,ch, behavioral) has been included in the table for each cell that you instantiated in your design. There should also be an entry for your entire design. If this is not happening, get help from Bushnell.

13. After netlisting has succeeded, the CIW should have a line indicating that the system has successfully gathered the probes for the signals that you want to look at. If this did not happen, see Bushnell.

14. Next, in the Verilog-XL window, Verilog will compile the Verilog files for your simulation, your probes, and your test fixture stimulus into binary code to link into the simulator. Look for any errors in the compilation and see Bushnell if you do not know how to fix them.

15. Once compilation succeeded, then click on Continue to finish the simulation. You have now simulated your design, but with the default test fixture. This is not useful, so we will now edit the testfixture.verilog file in the simulation run directory with your favorite text editor. The file must be changed to look like this:

```verbatim
// Verilog stimulus file.
// Please do not create a module in this file.

// Default verilog stimulus.

parameter period = 1000;

initial
begin
$dumpfile("mysigfile.vcd");
$dumpvars;
    A = 1'b0;
    B = 1'b0;
    C = 1'b0;
    #1000000 $finish;
end

always #(period/2) A = !A;
always #(period) B = !B;
always #(period+2) C = !C;
```

Lines beginning with // are comments. The line

```verbatim
parameter period = 1000;
```

sets the clock period to 1000 nanosec. Do not change this. There are four processes in this file, which are very similar to VHDL processes. The initial process starts at the beginning of simulation and
executes only once. The three always processes execute all of the time. A process can either be a single statement or a begin-end block containing many statements. The $dumpfile("mysigfile.vcd"); statement is critical and causes all simulation waveforms to be saved in the mysigfile.vcd file. Without this, you will get nothing from Verilog-XL. The $dumpvars statement is also critical – without it, you will not see simulation results from any signal. Regardless of what the manuals say or what the Verilog-XL interface implies, these two statements in the testfixture.verilog file are the ONLY way to get the simulator to display useful information to you. The three signal assignments to A, B, and C in the initial process initialize all three signals to binary 0 (the last 0 in the expression). You should change the signal names and signal values to whatever you want your signals initialized to. You must initialize all of your input signals (but you do not need to initialize VDD! and VSS! for switch-level simulation). The statement #1000000 $finish; delays the initial process by 1000000 nanosec. and then terminates the simulation. Without this, you will not get meaningful simulation output. The statement always #(period/2) A = !A; complements signal A after a delay of period/2 and runs continuously. The statement always #(period) B = !B; complements signal B after a delay of period and runs continuously. The statement always #(period*2) C = !C; complements signal C after a delay of period * 2 and runs continuously. This is by far the most convenient way to cover all signal combinations. Please change the signal names to the names used in your design, and adjust the clock periods for signal complementation to obtain the waveforms that you want. Save the testfixture.verilog file, and also write it into a backup file testfixture.verilog.save. This system loves to destroy your testfixture.verilog file whenever it netlists your design, so you must keep a backup copy of this file.

16. Switch-level simulation only. There is an incredibly stupid bug in this interface that affects switch-level simulation. Whenever netlisting occurs, the system destroys the power supply setting for VSS, and you must restore it. In the run directory for simulation, edit the file hdlFilesDir/ods_globals.v and make sure that the following declarations appear:

```vhdls
supply1 VDD;
supply0 VSS;
```

Save the file, as it will be destroyed every time your design is netlisted. The netlister changes the VSS_ declaration to wire VSS_, which causes the VSS bus to float in the high-impedance state. This leads to incorrect simulation. Similar errors occur for the power supplies PWR and GND, and you can correct these in the same way by editing the ods_globals.v file.

17. Now that you have corrected the VSS power supply and the testfixture, we are ready for the real simulation. Click in the Verilog-XL window on the Start Interactive button again. However, when it asks you in a form whether you want the design netlisted again, just say NO. Otherwise, the interface will again destroy the testfixture.verilog and the ods_globals.v files.

18. Once the verilog files have been compiled, click on Continue Simulation. After that completes, check that you got more than 0 simulation events or more than 0 accelerated simulation events. If you did not, then get help from Bushnell.

19. Click on the View Waveforms button to run Signalscan. A window should pop up and you can see your simulation results. You can also print this graphical display. Signalscan works just fine. However, occasionally it will be unable to find the waveforms, because the main design was not selected. This appears to be a random bug. You can open the file that you saved your waveforms in (as specified in the testfixture.verilog file), and read the waveforms into Signalscan. It will then work correctly. Here is the procedure from Signalscan:

(a) Click on the button Open-Simulation-File. In the list of files in the directory, double-click on the simulation runtime directory that you are using. The directory is added to the location of the waveform file. Click to the right of the directory in the entry blank, and type in mysigfile.vcd, which is where you told Verilog-XL to save your simulation results.

(b) A window will pop up, and the system will ask if you wish to convert the files. Check on the Include Sequence Time Information and then the file conversion will proceed.
(c) Back in your main Signalscan menu, click on Des.Brows:1.

(d) A window will open up. In the Instances in Current Context, click on your waveform file that you just read in. For the instance, select test.

(e) All simulation variables will display in the bottom part of the window. Select these in the order in which you want them displayed, and they will appear in the window to your left.

(f) When you have all of the variables that you want, click on Control-Add Variable and Close Window. This will add all of the timing waveforms to your main timing window. After this, you can proceed as if Signalscan correctly read in your waveforms.

Remember that all other buttons in the Verilog-XI simulator interface window have not been shown to be useful, and may actually cause problems. Do not use them.

5 Using the Cadence Spectre Analog Simulator with the Schematic Composer

It appears that the Spectre analog simulation environment is significantly nicer than the Cadence digital simulation environment.

1. Schematic Parts. Only use analog devices and transistors from the Rutgers_Analog_Parts library, as these have the necessary models for successful simulation. Note that several of us have had repeated problems doing the analog simulation with the nmos and pmos parts. For reliability in your simulation, use parts nmos1 and pmos1, instead, because these always work. The fourth electrode is the bulk terminal, which must be correctly set for correct analog simulation.

2. Enter your design by typing icms 8 and using Schematic Composer to create the analog circuit with parts from the Rutgers_Analog_Parts library.

3. When you want to simulate, click on Tools - Analog Environment. Click on Setup - Design. Select the design name to simulate, and then click on OK.

4. Click on Setup - Simulator/Directory/Host. Select only spectre (not spectres). Click on OK.

5. This step is needed only for the transistors in your analog circuit. Click on Setup - Model Libraries. Click on Browse. Go to the directory /caip/u19/cadence/local/models/spectre/nom/. There you will find the various transistor models tsme25N and tsme25P for the various technology files. Select the first model that you need for simulation and click on Apply. Click on Add in the other form that pops up for this model. Continue this process of clicking on Apply and then Add until you have selected both of the transistor models that you need to use for your analog simulation. When you have everything, click on OK in the main form.

6. Click on Setup - Stimuli. In the form, setup your stimulus for the one analog input. If the design has multiple pins, it will prompt you for the pin to which you are applying each stimulus (a voltage source or a current source). Then click on Global Sources. Make sure that you have selected 2.5 V for VDDV. Otherwise, your simulation will be wrong. GROUND! is always set to 0 V.

7. Click on Analyses - Choose. Fill out the form for each analysis that you want and then click on Apply. Finally, click on OK when you have completed describing all of your analyses. If you want transient analysis, choose the Liberal mode unless you feel like waiting a few days for your analysis to be computed.

8. Click on Outputs - To Be Plotted. Click on Select on Schematic. Click on every WIRE, and not the PIN, of the circuit nodes that you want to be plotted. When you have selected everything that you want plotted, look in the simulation control box to verify that the simulator understood your selections. Then go on.
9. Click on Simulation and then on Netlist and Run (or only on Run if you have not changed the netlist since the last simulation). Ignore the form that pops up with the fine print and just click on OK.

This simulator does not like to stop simulating, even if you interrupt it and ask it to stop. You may have to kill it from another window with a kill -9 <process id> command.

6 Layout Generation from a Schematic Using Virtuoso Layout XL

6.1 Introduction

This procedure lets you generate a layout of a schematic using the Virtuoso XL tool. For using this procedure you need

- A transistor schematic in Schematic Composer with the connections already made.

6.2 Setting Up Rules Files

Before you can successfully use Virtuoso XL, you need to establish a rules file in your account for the tool to use. The file should be in the directory in your account where you will be running Virtuoso XL. Please type this command to UNIX to copy the tsmc 0.25 micron rules files into your directory:

    cp /caip/u21/cadence/local/lib/tsmc.25rules .

6.3 Procedure

6.3.1 Starting Virtuoso XL (VXL)

- Open the schematic and Check and Save it.
- Now in the tools bar click Tools -> Design Synthesis -> Layout XL
- Make sure the Create New button is checked in the pop up menu for layout generation. Another window pops up titled as the layout.

6.3.2 Layout Window

- In the layout window click on Design -> Gen from Source. The Layout Generation Form (LGF) appears.
- In the LGF deselect Boundary in generation options. Select a metal layer for every I/O pin from the cyclic field alongside the pins table. When all pins have layers selected, click OK.
- In the Command Interpreter Window (CIW) you get a warning that “Terminal B not found.” This is true as we don’t have a bulk terminal in our cell layout. You can safely ignore it.
- Now we need to create a boundary for the layout. Select the prBound Layer in the Layer Select Window (LSW) and in the menu Create -> Rectangle. Draw a rectangle covering all the cells in the layout.
- Now we place the cells within the boundary using Edit -> Place from Schematic. This puts the cells within the boundary.
- Now we need to place the pins. In the menu Place -> Pin Placement. Select the ’on left boundary edge in the cyclic field and select the pins you want in the left side of the table (multiple select with the ctrl key). Now click on the > arrow icon. This means that these pins will be placed on the left boundary. Now select another side in the cyclic field and repeat the procedure until there are no pins left in the ‘Unplaced pins field.’

Click on OK (you will see the pins placed on the boundary as you requested them.)
• Now click on Connectivity -> Show Incomplete Nets. Click on Select All and OK. You will see the unconnected sections of the routes in colored guide lines. These are the connections to be routed by the router.
Now click on Design -> Save.

6.3.3 Starting the Router

• In the menu click on Route -> Export to Router. The Export to Router form appears.
• Fill in the Export Cellview with the name of your own layout.
• Check Use Rules file: Click on Set File and select the translation rules file.
• Click Set directory and select the directory in which you want the intermediate files and session files to be dumped. (Create just one named VXL and use it for every layout). Delete the files periodically to save space.
• Click on Cadence Chip Assembly Router in the Routers part of the form. Click on the Start Router with Options button.
• Click OK. This will start the router window.

6.3.4 Router Window

Power Rings Generation: In the command window enter these commands for selecting your power route.

• rule net vdd(width 0.9)
• rule net gnd(width 0.9)
• direction metal1 horizontal
• direction metal2 vertical
• proute ring(net vdd gnd(ordered))(primary_layer metal1 metal2)

This will generate the supply trunks for the nets $V_{DD}$ and $GND$. Change the names and widths of the supply trunks according to your layout.

Global Routing: In the command window type:

• route 15; clean 10

  The syntax is route <no. of route attempts>; clean <no. of clean attempts> . The Router starts routing and takes a few seconds for a large circuit.

6.3.5 Saving and Importing Back to Layout

• Once the layout routing is complete we need to Import it back to the layout window. In the router window click on File -> Write -> Session. Save the .ses file and click OK. This should automatically start the Import from Router to Layout. If it doesn’t, then use the Route -> Import from Router in the layout window to do the same.

By the end of this procedure you have a layout of the schematic with all routes performed.
6.4 Known Problems and Solutions

- **DRC errors after layout generation**: There are some cases where you get design rule errors after the layout. This is because the cells are placed too close to one another. So it is advisable to perform a DRC check before you export the layout to the router and remove the placement errors. In this case, increase the boundary area width and height to correct the overlap problem, since you have overconstrained the layout system by giving it too little area for placing the standard cells.

- Some nets are not routed: If the routing is not 100% successful, increase the routing attempts or if they are too small route them yourself to save time.
7 Layout Plotting Guidance

Many students have trouble plotting their layouts on the color printer c633gn, because they do not realize that a color layout plot has an enormous number of pixels for a large chip. Therefore, the disk files become huge, and they may cause the printing system (which is flakey anyway) to choke.

This procedure will help you to plot a huge layout:

1. Cadence will plot a maximum of 30 pages at once. So, if you want to plot a larger layout than that, you must break it up into parts and plot each part separately.

2. First select the plotting scale that you want to use. For example, if you want to plot a 1 meter wide hard copy of a 1000 micron layout, the scale is 1000.

3. If the plot is more than 30 pages, then you need to plot more than once. Make sure that you use the same scale for each plot.

4. It is strongly recommended that you first plot your huge layout into a file. Select the “plot into a file” option in the plot dialog window. Give a name like abc.ps. Once you have abc.ps, use `lp -Pc633gn abc.ps` to plot it.

5. It saves a lot of time to plot a layout into a .ps file. It takes about 5 minutes to plot a .ps file of 100 MBytes, while it takes about 20 minutes or more to send the same layout directly to the c633gn printer. You cannot do anything but wait during this period, so write the plot to a postscript file.

6. Please plot huge layouts overnight. Printer c633gn can process 1 MByte to 1.5 MByte per minute. It takes 11 hours to plot an 800 MByte .ps file. If you plot a 100 MByte file during the day, all jobs from other people behind you will be blocked for 1 to 2 hours!

7. Please arrange with the operations staff for a common directory for huge .ps files. Everyone can have write access to the directory. You can then plot huge .ps files into this directory without worrying about your own quota. The system administrator can clean this common directory periodically.